
BUSINESS PLAN FOR A RESTAURANT IN SOUTH AFRICA

With starting an independent restaurant business in South Africa, there are a number of steps to be completed, many of
which can be tackled simultaneously;.

We have based costs on our vast industry and practical experience with similar ventures, validation against
National Restaurant industry cost averages, and analysis against local Atlanta market averages. We will
concentrate on the high-end spenders who enjoy new restaurants, eating out, a fun atmosphere, and high-end
food and service. Management The restaurant is led by Lily Valdivia, an industry veteran. On a linear
projection, the entire financial debt will be retired by Year 7. Our geographics include people from the local
Hollywood area, party animals from other neighboring cities, and tourists from other states and countries. We
forecast a high net profit on these sales. In addition to the young adults with money to spend, On the Water
will also be targeting adults and tourists known to frequent Sunset Blvd. As mentioned earlier, Lily started
cooking 20 years ago as a child in Greece. It is a culmination of over 20 years of cooking. Due to intense
competition, restauranteurs must look for ways to differentiate their business to achieve and maintain a
competitive advantage. We will not judge a customer on class or dress. We want the yuppies, baby boomers,
high-end clubbers, tourists with money, wealthy image seekers and compulsive spenders. The restaurant will
stand out from the other restaurants in the area because of the unique design and decor. We have taken the
necessary precautions to ensure the business is fully capitalized, and have addressed all financial shortfalls to
ensure a successful business start-up. Through these programs, we will be able to draw seasoned and elite
professionals and build a committed work force. Defining the high-end crowd is difficult because most of
Sunset Strip goers are such. We generally know the characteristics of our clientele with our available
demographics of the area, our personal crowd would consist of young adults and adults ages , both male and
female, usually at least one year of college if not already fully graduated. This provides an authentic
surrounding that at times seems to distract everyone as they analyze the wealth of artifacts on display. We
want the On The Water grill to be place people can enjoy a good meal and meet new friends at our tropical
Mediterranean Honey bar located inside the restaurant. Deep Management Experience. On the Water will
target both fun-seeking as well as sophisticated diners looking for good food in a fascinating atmosphere. Our
business concept was derived from detailed Market Analyses. Cost Control will be an integrated function of
the restaurant from the onset.


